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concepts behind MAL and how it solved the dependency of the code on CORBA.
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Middleware Abstraction Layer
in the ELT core integration
infrastructure
with Matej Šekoranja (Cosylab)

ELT, the Extremely Large Telescope, is the world’s largest optical/near-infrared telescope that will be built in the
Atacama Desert of Northern Chile. For the past year, Cosylab has been a part of the project, working with the
ELT team on the middleware abstraction layer (MAL). Matej Šekoranja, our Senior Software Architect explains
the key concepts behind MAL and how it solves the dependency of the code on the middleware.
Control Sheet: Hi Matej, tell us, where
does Cosylab’s project fit in, in other
words, can you describe the broader
context of ELT and what is the role
of the middleware abstraction Layer
(MAL)?
Matej: Let me start with a bit of history from the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA) project.
Cosylab worked with ESO on the Accelerator Control System (ACS) framework, and for that, we used CORBA as
the communication middleware.
A drawback of the chosen architecture was that the dependency of the
code on CORBA was quite heavy.
CORBA related code was not encapsulated to a single place, it was rather
spread, including the application layer.
Addressing such a dependency then
becomes a major undertaking.

drawbacks?
Matej: The principle of such
abstraction in this context is certainly
sound. Where you have to be careful
is to not overdo the implementation.
You can needlessly complicate things.
The layer can be made thinner or
thicker and as a general rule, you want
to make it as thin as possible. And abstracting the middleware itself is not
where the challenges lay. The biggest
challenges are deciding which data
structures to use.

For instance: With OMG’s DDS Data
Distribution Service, you define interfaces and structures with the
Interface Definition Language (IDL).
Then there is a compiler that yields
the resulting data structures that will
transport the data over the network.
If you use those directly, your application code again becomes dependent
on these data structures, unless you
make middleware agnostic data structures on top as an interface, that is
converted into the middleware specific structures to be sent over the wire.

This is why they decided on the ELT to
make an abstraction middleware layer
so that the application code shouldn’t
be changed if ever a decision is made
to change the middleware.
This is the key concept behind MAL:
Middleware Abstraction Layer.
Control Sheet: What are the benefits
of MAL, and are there any potential

An artist’s rendering shows how the telescope will look when it is complete in 2024. Credit: ESO/L.
Calçada
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Control Sheet: Is there a penalty
for making the middleware agnostic
data?

And after the decision is made by the
client in a particular direction we fully
commit to the best implementation
for that setup.
In this case, this means making the
layer as thin as technically possible, so
there’s a low impact on performance.
There’s another important benefit that
comes with such an abstraction layer,
besides substitution of one middleware for another: you can have transparent functioning of multiple middleware stacks concurrently.
Control Sheet: What middlewares
should the ELT MAL support?
Matej: MAL is set up as an interface
definition with several implementations: OMG’s DDS or Data Distribution
Service, ZeroMQ, OPC-UA and others
if need be.
The first one, DDS, is a brokerless system. There are “just” nodes that communicate with each other. And there
are Topics. A node subscribes to a topic or publishes to it. Another way to
define it: a data-centric publish-subscribe with decoupled peers based on
data producers and consumers.
That is one of the two standardized
communication patterns on top of
which all applications shall be built.
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The other is request-reply.

MAL

Matej: With a simplistic approach, this
could imply data copies, something
you, in general, want to avoid. So the
approach must be more refined.
We defined agnostic data structures as
interfaces so you can store data directly in middleware specific structures,
thus avoiding copies. Cosylab has 20
years of experience with abstraction
layer design and implementation and
is well placed to offer advice with finetuning such impactful architectural
decisions.
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Control Sheet: And where is the
request-reply communication pattern
used?
Matej: We implemented both patterns on both DDS and ZeroMQ that
we also support as middleware. Now,
request-reply is the default mechanism in ZeroMQ. Here we are talking
of a coupled, state-full, peer-to-peer
communication.
Now given that ZeroMQ provides just
sockets and the request-reply paradigm is mapped to method calls, serialization (of parameters and return
value) has to be added. For that Protocol buffers were chosen.
ZeroMQ is a good choice as one of
the middlewares, it is also the protocol the TANGO community is moving
towards, replacing CORBA.

MUDPI
future
extension1

future
extension2

Next, there’s OPC-UA. OPC has been
a well-established communication
protocol in industrial automation for a
long time and the new Unified Architecture (UA) standard, that is not Microsoft DCOM dependent, is gaining a
lot of traction also outside of the field
of industrial automation.
The list of implementations is not finite, the MAL can be extended with
additional implementations over time.
Control Sheet: Can we take a look
at the design, the inner workings of
MAL?
Matej: The MAL implements the
Factory design pattern, through an
object called CII_Factory. CII stands for
Core Integration Infrastructure.
MAL is a component of CII. There are
others like the Logging system, the Error System.
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First, it presents application APIs for
both communication patterns and
then hides from the application the
details of the implementation and
mapping to the middleware software.
This yields 4 factory methods:
getPublisher(URI), getSubscriber(URI),
getClient(URI) and createServer(URI).
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Control Sheet: Is the dynamic option
the only one?
Matej: In the early design stages we
considered the compile-time option
as well.
Since we saw that the overhead of
having dynamic option is not too big,
we went that route.

These data structures should be middleware agnostic, which is not a trivial
challenge without good support.
Let’s take an example of a date Sample, with a long DaqId and a double
value, defined in our XML based ICD.
From that MAL defines an interface
which is agnostic of middleware.
So here is the pure interface description (in Java) you work with in your
application

CiiFactory
Publish – Subscribe
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interface Sample {

Request – Reply

getPublisher (URI)

getClient(URI)

getSubscriber (URI)

createServer(URI)

long getDaqId();
void setDaqId(long daqId);
double getValue();
void setValue(double value);
}

How does the factory know which
MAL (implementation) to use? It is
based on providing as parameter a
URI, a Uniform Resource Identifier.

There were also stated requirements
that pointed to dynamic, that the URI
could also be “auto” taking a MAL as
specified in the configuration.

This setup makes the system very dynamic at runtime. The runtime selects
which MAL to use, depending on the
content of the URI.

It is a good choice in the given setup.

So if you want to change your application to use another MAL, it is a mere
matter of changing the URI string.
When the string is made part of the
configuration, you don’t even need to
recompile.

Control Sheet: Can you give an example of how to use MAL as an application developer?
Matej: Imagine you’re working on an
implementation, you’re writing data
structures.

Now, underneath MAL does a lot
more, with a lot of code generated
from the respective .idl and .pb files.
But the user will always see this
agnostic type.
This is about the data structure. For
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) we have
something analogous.

ICD
Interface Control Deﬁnition

Interface
interface Sample {
long getDaqId();
void setDaqId(long daqId);
double getValue();
void setValue(double value);
}

Mapping

XML

Data Structure
Sample

long daqId
double value

DDS

Zero MQ

OPC - UA

idl

pb

/
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Control Sheet: Which programming
languages and platforms are supported?
Matej: There are requirements for
supporting C++, Java and Python and
the Windows and Linux platforms.
To limit the number of combinations
that all need to be implemented we
considered the important use cases:
Windows for application development, also by Matlab users, Linux for
the embedded work and scripting
work in the commissioning stage (for
which there’s Python). We made it
thus:
• On Linux: C++, Java, Python
• On Windows: Java
For Java, we provide a pure Java implementation of all interfaces.
The same goes for C++. For Python,
we use a binding to C++. Note, it is
C++, not C, and that matters because
of the modern C++ MAL interface we
have.

Control Sheet
Control Sheet: How is the project
progressing?
Matej: The API was fully defined
in February 2018 and now we are
implementing the MAL. The work is
scheduled to be completed by the
late summer.
Control Sheet: Last question: is this
architecture domain specific?
Matej: No, there are no domain
specifics in this architecture, there are
no dependencies of that kind.
So this solution can equally apply in
other fields of complex distributed
control.
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ABOUT MATEJ
Matej Šekoranja is a senior software architect and
developer and co-funder of Cosylab. He received BS
in Computer Science and Informatics. He has been
actively involved in design and development of various
control systems over the last 20 years, including EPICS
and ACS for the ALMA project.
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Cosylab Experts

On exploring the universe at
highest energies, software processes
and team leadership
We interview Dejan Dežman, project manager of the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) project at Cosylab.
He shares his insights on the key challenges of such large software integration projects and on future trends in
application technologies. As a young and aspiring people manager, we also poke him for his experience in this
area: for some takeaways for our younger readers?

Control Sheet: please introduce
yourself briefly: your background
and which big science projects you
worked on in Cosylab.
Dejan: I got a degree in computer
and information science from the University of Ljubljana, but my passion for
web development goes back all the
way to primary school. At high school
I realized there’s more than the web
to software engineering, so my investigations went much broader and in
more technical depth there.
Soon enough I found Cosylab where,
still a student, I could do exactly that:
find out what real software engineering is like. I started 6 years ago and
joined full time in early 2014. My first
assignments were Java, Python and
also web development. This was
straight on big science projects:

then 1,5 years.
• In parallel, I developed two web
services for PAL-XFEL, one was
PV Maker, a naming convention
based PV name generator.
• The other was web PV access. Back
then the Data visualization of the
Archiver Appliance web interface
was not that good, so we made a
better tool.
Another tool that is still around
is the web-client I made for the
Olog logbook application.

• I worked on a project for
Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL), helping to write modules
for the DISCS collaboration.
• There was the PAL-XFEL, where I
was working on creating the operation screens for the entire XFEL
in Control System Studio for more

Dejan Dežman

After a stretch of systems engineering
on a project for a Particle Therapy vendor, it was time to start on my current
project, which is the work for the CTA
Cherenkov Telescope Array. I’m project manager of the CTA projects that
Cosylab is working on in collaboration
with institutes.
Control Sheet: What kind of systems
do we build for Cherenkov Telescope
Array?
Dejan: We do many different developments. For example, a bridge/adapter
to connect the ALMA Common Software (ACS)/CORBA system with HTML
5/web-sockets technologies. The project went well despite the fact that
there is quite an evolution to bridge
between 1990’s CORBA and present
-day web-technologies.
And at this moment we are working
on the Observation Execution System (OES). It provides the means to
execute observations and to handle
the acquisition of scientific data in the
CTA. It’s described in details in the article we wrote recently for our Control
Sheet [1], together with our customers
David Melkumyan and Igor Oya from
DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchro-
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tems, is that the operator GUIs will run
in the browser with web-technologies, HTML5 and a D3.js which is an
SVG visualization lib. That’s an interesting choice and I do think that the
technology is ready for it.
Control Sheet: Wouldn’t it introduce
dependency issues on browser technology (with their high frequency of
updates)?

This is how CTA telescopes will look when they are built. Credit: Gabriel Pérez Diaz, IAC

tron) Zeuthen.
Control Sheet: What makes CTA such
a “big” project?
Dejan: CTA is a multi-national,
worldwide project to build a large
gamma-ray detector. It will consist of
120 telescopes, making it the largest
array in the world. 100 of them are in
the southern hemisphere and 20 in
the northern. And the control system
has to make such a spread geographical distribution work.
Another challenge is the nature of
the gamma-ray events in our universe
that we want to capture. They are so
sudden and short that we have only
seconds to turn all the telescopes
a particular point in the sky. The
largest of the telescopes (LST) weighs
103 tonnes and has a reflector diameter of 23 m. It is required to position to
any point in the sky within 30 seconds.
Besides the physical size, there is also
the sheer volume of the captured raw
data. It is around 1000 petabyte, or 1
exabyte of raw data per year when
fully functional!
Control Sheet: How do such data
sizes affect the system architecture?
Dejan: Well it is too early to tell exactly.

The scientific use cases are quite well
known and clearly formulated. Also,
the highest level system requirements
are known and written. Now, those
still have to be broken down one level
further to more detailed subsystem requirements, where then the data handling bottlenecks are to be addressed.
At the same time with the top-down
analysis, various labs are working bottom-up on parts of the system already.
This by the way does not have to be
a problem, you can never wait until
all requirements are 100% crystallized
before commencing the software
construction phase. That is something
that Cosylab also experienced many
times over and advocates as a best
practice .
Of course, at some point, the pieces
of the system have to be brought together and be made to work together.
An essential element here is to work
hard already now to unite the teams
on common interface definitions. This
is a best chance to prevent headaches
later.
Control Sheet: What novel technologies are being used on CTA?
Dejan: One thing I noticed and I think
that’s a first in big physics control sys-

If you do it right, it should be transparent. These things should be decoupled, and there should be no
hardware-dependencies that such
client-server applications need not
have access to, depending on the client’s hardware platform. And in terms
of scalability of that technology, it’s
worth to look at what systems these
technologies are being used: Netflix, Facebook. OK, there are several
hundred thousand monitoring/data
points, but likewise in these global
systems, multiples of it actually.
Control Sheet: Can this trend spread
to other areas of Big Physics control?
Dejan: Yes, I believe we will be seeing
this in the future.
Control Sheet: How about distributed services, sometimes called
independent micro-services. Are they
used?
Dejan: At CTA OES multiple services that clearly operate with great
independence from each other
and that indeed can be deployed,
updated and upgraded in a running system, independently from
each other, are planned. It surely is
not the monolithic system as they
were built 10–15 years ago. An example is one service for the operating screens and another for
setting and retrieving the system
property data. In the early discussions,
we definitely advocated the benefits
of smaller services using web-sockets.
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Control Sheet: There surely are challenges besides the technical ones in
big multi-national projects. What can
we bring there to the table?
Dejan: Well, Cosylab has an interesting
mix of expertise. We’ve been working
on the Accelerator Control System (CACS) for many years, which probably
put us on the radar for CTA in the first
place. There’s also our experience with
large multi-national projects such as
the ESS, FAIR, ITER, …. It naturally leads
to questions:

Control Sheet
Control Sheet: At what stage is
the CTA control system integration
project as a whole?
Dejan: It is in a very early stage. And
we’re very happy to be involved
at this stage because this is where
we can add a lot of value from our
experience on ALMA and ohter big
science control system integrations.
Simply by asking the right questions
at the right time, point out the important topics and issues to be addressed.

Control Sheet: As a project man• How do you approach this, how ager, you went on to take managedo you set up such collaboration?” rial responsibilities besides the technical. Maybe for the sake of our young
• How important is a common
and ambitious readers, you can share
development environment, like
something of that journey?
CODAC (Control, Data Access and
Communication system)?
Dejan: Well it started small with
coaching a few students that I took
• What kind of software developthrough a Cosylab academy. Then by
ment process can help to bring
managing a project first by myself,
various (in-kind) contributions to
then with a student, and then with
be validated and seamlessly intetwo more senior developers and a
grated?
student. Projects were completed
• How to do QA? Deployment? successfully and people were satisfied
Distribution of updated compo- so at some point I was recognized as
nents?
someone who could take up a Team
We gave ideas and indicated areas Leader role. Now that is indeed a jourwhere we can help with our extensive ney as you call it, where you have to
experience in complex software de- tick-off a number of growth stages bevelopment. One example where we fore you’re an effective Team Leader,
could apply that to the specifics of the and you have to walk in the shoes for
CTA project is by writing its Software a while. Maybe what helped is that in
Development Lifecycle Document. It my free time I’m a voluntary fireman
describes the phases each software and I was given leadership tasks there
component should go through. It was already from a young age.
well received and is planned to be
used on OES.
For the hardware part, the people
on the CTA project are very experienced. It shows in the way they are
standardizing, limiting the number of
platforms on which to build the array
of telescopes. The software part, with
the whole lifecycle, is where we can
be very complementary.

Control Sheet: Can you give an
example of such a thing to “tick-off”,
maybe from the fireman context?
Dejan: OK, an anecdote then: I had to
lead a small team of 10 to 12-year-olds
when I was 16,17 or so. I had to teach
them the rules of one of the training
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exercises so we could take part in a
competition and try to win of course.
First, and I soon learned that was a
mistake, I went into it far too
authoritative. Feeling the weight of
leadership I got pushy and of course it
backfired.
Then
I
tried
something else, like promise them
ice-cream, which I later learned is
extrinsic motivation. It works, but only
for a short while.
Until you finally learn or discover, the
principle of intrinsic motivation, where
you get across to the child what she or
he will learn, and how the team (and
he/she) wins when everyone works
together.

REFERENCES
[1] Control Sheet no. 33, December
2017
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There’s more to life than coding!
ControlSheet

Control Sheet articles usually focus on projects we are participating in and technology solutions used, and rightly so – they are
challenging and worth writing about. However, in this article, we will take a look at just some of the different kind of projects
we also have going here at Cosylab.

To the roots
Cosylab started as a spin-off from Jožef
Stefan Institute in 2001. Mark Pleško
(CEO), then a head of researchers at
IJS, started forming a group to develop
a control system together with seven
students. After successfully finishing
their first project in 2000, a control
system for an accelerator in Germany,
they faced a dilemma – where to take
it from there? Stay at the institute, or
form their own company, specializing
in accelerator controls? This is how
Cosylab, Control System Laboratory,
came to be.
The company grew out of the academia
and the scientific community, and we
feel strongly about giving back to it.
We think that one of the best ways is
by inspiring young people to become

Having fun at »Znanstival«, the science festival

interested in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM),
and show them that careers in these
fields are worth pursuing.

Inspiring the youngest
Which is why we have been
sponsoring The house of experiments
[1] for many years. The museum gives
children an on hand experience
and a chance to learn about science
through all sorts of fun experiments.
Every June, the museum also
organizes »Znanstival« [2], a science
festival which takes place on streets,
bridges and town squares of Ljubljana.
And sure enough, we’re there as well.
This year, we’ve built our very own
medical accelerator, and the controls
for it too.

Supporting the young
A great way to introduce accelerator physics to the kids ;).

This year, Slovenia hosted the
16th European Union Science
Olympiad (EUSO) [3], where 156 young
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scientists, aged 16 years or younger,
from 52 teams and 25 EU countries
competed in solving interdisciplinary assignments in natural sciences biology, chemistry and physics.
We’re proud to say that we were one
of the sponsors.
And we’re even more proud to say
that we also have a fair share of International Physics Olympiad medalists
working here at Cosylab: out of 7 silver
medalists from Slovenia, 4 are, or were,
our coworkers.

Teaching the old(er)
CosySchool [4] is just one of the
projects that sprang from the company and also takes place in our offices.
For the second time in a row, we are
organizing a summer school for STEM
students and young graduates.

Did they manage? With a little help from Cosy friends, sure enough, they did.
Stay tuned on Twitter and Facebook to see how this year’s students will fare with
their challenge.

Last year, their assignment was easy
enough. 36 participants were given 6 mentors and 3 days to make a
Treatment Control System (TCS)
model, controlling a laser rather than a
proton beam.
The students were divided into two
teams; one learnt the basics of EPICS,
which they used to analyse the picture
acquired by the camera and deliver
the »dose«. The second group took on
LabView, with which they controlled
the laser and its positioning.
Know of a project we could support? Let us know!

REFERENCES
[1] House of experiments, http://www.he.si/
[2] Znanstival, http://www.znanstival.si/
[3] EUSO 18, https://www.euso2018.si/home/
[4] CosySchool, https://www.cosylab.com/
news/summer-school/
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PICTURE BOARD
Optimization of Medical Accelerators COSYLAB academy @ CERN
From 6th – 8th June, we organized an EPICS academy for the
OMA Fellows at CERN.

CERN Accelerator School @ Tuusala
This year’s accelerator school focused on Beam Instrumentation. Our Jernej, Urša and Uroš, eager to learn new things,
where there as well. Of course, they also had some fun along
the way.

32nd TANGO Collaboration Meeting @ ELI Beamlines Czech
Republic
Matej Komel taking an active part at the meeting, presenting
the JINR NICA beam transfer channels control system. Check
out the slides here.

COSYLAB @ PTCOG57
57th Annual Conference of the Particle Therapy Co-operative
Group (PTCOG57) took place in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA.
Check out the short video with our highlights from this year’s
event here!

